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ABSTRACT

A high resolution proton magnetic resonance investigation of

the hindered rotation of the dichtoromethyl groups as a function of

temperaturä in c,cr,crt,of,3,4,6-heptachloro-ortho-xylene (HCOX) has been

conducted using dynamic nuclear magnetic resonance (0tWn) line shape

analysis, supplemented with a homonuclear double resonance saturation

transfer technique. The rate process in HCOX tnvolves a coupled

rotation of two substituted methyì groups and the nonmutual exchange of

the three pairs of protons between two approximately equally populated

conformations. The activation parameters are calculated using the

Arrhenius and transition state theories from the. rate constants of the

hindered rotation, obtained over a temperature range of 268"K to 369"K.

The values obtained for a five mole per cent solution of HC0X in

methylcyclohexane are: activation energy, Eâ, equals 15.3 t 0.3 kcal
_-1 -1mole-t, enthalpy of activation, AHr, equals 14.6 t 0.3 kcal mole- ,

activation entropy, ASl, equals -8.8 t 0.8 e.u., and the free energy

of activation at 298'K, lcl, equals 17.2 ¡ 0.3 kcal mole-l.

results are compared with previously reported values for HCOX

other compounds having similar barriers to hindered rotation.

The

and with
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I. INTRODUCTION



The use of nuclear magnetic resonance (N.M.R.) in the determination

of structures of molecules and in conformatìonal studies has increased

greatìy in recent years (1) as both continuous-wave and pulsed N.M.R.

spectrometers are becoming more generally available.

This thes'is will consider onìy the appìicat'ion of continuous-wave

N.M.R. spectroscopy to the rate process governìng the conformational

changes in a molecuìe. The term conformation or conformer refers to any

relative spatial arrangement of atoms, or groups of atoms, occurring

with a rotation about a bond (2), whereas configuration refers to the

relative spatiaì arrangement of the atoms bonded to each other (3);

bonds must be broken and re-formed to interchange configurations. At

room temperature, configurations are normally stabìe and assignment of

a lifet'ime is mean'irtgless; for conformers, there ìs a large range of

lifetimes which reflect the different rotational energies required.

Hence, some conformers with long lifetimes, such as the ortho-substituted

biphenyls, may be resol.ved at room temperature (a) while others, such as

ethane, remain inseparable even at very 1ow temperatures.

N.M.R. ìine shapes are sensitive to l'ifetimes from l0 psec to

l0 seconds (5), or rate processes occurring with a frequency of

0.1 - .|05 ,..-l . To a first approx'imatjon the ì'ine shape changes

occurring below +l00oC can be attributed to conformat'ional changes with

short ìifetimes at room temperature, while those occurring over +l50oC

will normalìy have such long lifetimes at room temperature that

separation of the conformers should be possible (4).

The experimental spectra obtained as a funct'ion of temperature



can be compared with computer-generated spectra to obtain the exchange

rate constant, k (6,7). Under conditions of fast exchange, k >> av,

where av Ís the frequency separating the peak pos'itions of the conformers,

the spectrum shows peaks at the average pos'ition for the two conformers;

at the slow exchange ìimit, k << Av, the spectra displays a distinct

set of peaks for each conformer. In the intermediate region the spectra

are sensitive to temperature changes; as k increases from the lower to

the upper limit the peaks for each proton broaden, then coalesce, and

final'ly yie'ld a single line with a gradually decreasing'line width. At

lower temperatures the exchange rate and the change in the appearance

of a spectrum with and without exchange becomes increasingly difficult

to detect. A similar observation can be made for the temperature region

approaching the upper limit for k. The large errors ín using the visual

matching technique in the slow exchange region are substantiaì1y reduced

by employing the decay and recovery curves of the saturation transfer

technique (8,9) to obtain the exchange rate constants; thus effectively

extending the lower limit of the temperature range amenable to study

using N.M.R. spectroscopy.

This thesis deals specifical'ly with the application of dynamic

nuclear magnetic resonance (D¡¡f'ln) to the investigation of the rate

process involved in the hindered rotation of cl,o,cr',c!',3,4,6-heptachloro-

ortho-xylene (HC0x). The absorption peaks were assigneá to t"o

conformers under conditions of slow exchange. Under conditi.ons of

intermediate exchange the rate constants were obtained by fitting the

experimenta'l spectra to the computer-generated spectra generated by the



program DNMR2 (l0,ll). At slower exchange rates the k values were

determined from the ìifetimes r âhd the spin-lattice relaxation times

Tl using the method described by Anet and Bourn (9). The activation

parameters and thermodynamic values were calculated using both the

Arrhenius and the absolute reaction rate theories (lZ).



II. THEORETICAL DISCUSSION



A. Introduction

Earìy approaches to the theoretical description of N.M.R. spectra

were those of Bloch (13-.l7) and of Hamilton (18). The Bloch equations

are useful for calculating line shapes for uncoupled spin systems (.|9).

The spin Hamiltonian is used to determ'ine the positions and the inten-

sities of the spectral lines from chemical shifts and coup'ling constants;

however, it may not be used to calculate líne shapes when an exchange

process is involved.

Another treatment which incorporates elements of these two earlier

ones vì¡as suggested by Kapìan (20) and developed by Alexander (2.| ). This

method is based on the equation of motion of a so-called nucìear spin

density matrix for a dynamic system which need not be complete'ly speci-

fied. It is less compìex than the Bloch equations for simpìe systems

and can also be used to obtain useful information from complicated

systems by making successively more drastic assumptions in the calcu-

lation. This density matrix method, including the effects of spin-spin

coup'ling between nuclei is briefly discussed in section B following the

procedure of l'|hitesides (22).

Section C contains the theory necessary to extract rate constants

from the double resonance saturation transfer technique and this chapter

concìudes with a discussion of act.ivation parameter calculations.
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B. Thel Delsity Matrix Treatment

consider a system at some instant in time described by a wave

function, v, where v is expanded into a complete set of orthonormal

time-independent basis functions, Qi

Y= I c;0+ 2.1i'
If v varies as a function of time the coefficients, ci, of the ortho-

normal functions must be time-dependent. The expectation value of an

operator such as the magnet'izat'ion in the x-direction, Mx, can be

wrìtten as

*
where c, is the complex conjugate of cr. S'ince the basis functjons are

the same for aìl y, the last term, (O* lMxl On), wjll remain constant

for any operator. Thus (u*) witt depend on the product of the coeff.i-

cients which correspond to the observable properties of a system. The
*

crcn terms can be placed in matrix form to calculate the expectation

value of an operator. The expectation value for an ensemble of molecules,

(M*), will be given by.il.n. Thus an expectation value can be obtained

without having the maximum information available from the state of the

system. The matrix formed by the quantities,.å.n, is defined as a

densjty matrix of an operator, p, given by

(on lo I ö*) = 1*
or", in matrix form for a two-spin system,

2.3



p=

Plr P1z Pl3 Pl4

Pz1 Pzz Pz3 Pz4

, 
e3l P3z P33 P34

P41 P4z P43 P44

Since p is an Hermitian operator the expectation value for the

magnetization in the x-direction wjll be determined by the d'iagonaì

el ements

2.4

2.5(N*) = Tr p M* = Tr M* o

The time dependent Hamiltonian, H, of the system ìs

'2.6

where the time dependent part of the state function v is found jn the
*

cncm terms of the operator p. Therefore it is possible to substitute

for Y and obtain

åË = +[0, "] 2.7

One common situation is that of a Ham'iltonian cons'isting of a large

time-independent interaction, äo, and a small time dependent term, Ilr.

The equation of motion of the matrix then becomes

2.8

in the absence of effects such as exchange and relaxat'ion. These effects

can be expìicitly included in the expression by writ.ing

Íå=+[0,"0*"t]



9g= i r l-lÞ\
dt - á Lo' "o 

* t,J * 
\FÄ*.hanse

, /ao\
'\ilt/r"laxation

The folìowing sections deal with each of

using a two-spin system as an example.

i[ Il. The nr Lo, "o 
+ ørl term

2.9

these terms separately

a) Commutator of p with ao

consider a two-spin system with basis functìons o,q, aß, ßs, ßß,

as eigenfunctions of the spin operator, rz. sjnce I, is H.ermitian, on'ly

diagonal terms need be considered, with

äo' -'Ho(Z 
- 

-o1 
- o..ù 

- r,r + !J

Hozz -*,"., -oz)-\l
2.10

ä033=*,".' -oz)-\r

Ho44 - - 
YH'(Z - 

-o'' 
o') 

+, + %J

in a rotating framework* with frequency, o, Fêìative to a fixed position,

where v is the magnetogyric ratio, Ho the static magnetic field, o the

shielding constant, and J the spin-spìn coupl.ing constant between the

" :.. appendix for transformation of sp'in operators to a rotating
framework.
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two spins.

If the chemical shift between the two spins, 6, is defined by

yHo(o1 - oZ')ô= 
z

2.11

and the chemica'l shift midway between the resonant frequencíes,

a, bV

A = c¡r - fio(Z '-o1 ' oz)

then the matrix representation is

?.12

2.13

2.14

Ho=

-^+kJ 0 0 0

0 kô-kJ Þ"J 0

0 tJ -ura -\,J 0

000^+LJ

and the commutator is

["'*]'

0 c¡2(a+l¿-h¡)+p¡¡(rri) et?(9J)+ot3(a-lé-hj) 
.c¡1(2a)

e,r(-a-rrr+retl-03¡(htl o ozl('¡)+p¿¿(h¡)-p¡¡(hJ) ez4(ô'lô+t$r)-e34(krl

err(-ata+hr)-02,¡(hJ) e32(o)+car(hl)-022(¡rt! 0 -ozl(r¡t)tp¡¡(¡+tr¡+Ð)

c4¡(-2a) caa(-Â+t6-kJ)+013(hr) etz(tr¡)+e13('ô-t6-rtr) 0

Note that the trace is zero as the constant interaction

in a steady state as intuitive'ly suspected.

of no results
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b) Commutator of p with ø., (t)

consider the time-dependent interaction to be expressed as

Ht (t) = Ðrr., (r*{:) cos ,r + r,,(i) sin ,t) z.ß
J '\^ J /

the interaction between the nuclear magnetic moments and a magnetic

fíeld with ampìitude H., rotating in the x-y plane at a frequency, ûr,

relative to a fixed laboratory posítion.

A transformation to the rotating framework* used in the previous

secti on yi e'l ds

Ht (t) = ÐtHlrx(i)
I

with the matrix representation

2.16

2.17
vH't¡/l(t) = i

0tt0
l00l
1001

tt0_:

As previously indicated, H., .. Ho, and therefore it is possible

to obtain an approximate but explicit operator for p, to evaluate

[o ãl(t) - a.'(t) oJ. It is known that the diagonal terms of p are much

greater than the off-diagonal terms at aìl times and that at equilibrium,

the off-diagonaì elements vanish. In addition, all terms will be
YH

multiplied by + which will reduce the significance of the off-diagona'l
2

.. 
".-'.:. 

-_.ì

* See appendix for transformation of operators to a rotating framework.



." r.,:,_r.._.'- j,_r- j. :: : : -,.

T2

eìements. Hence only the diagonat terms need be considered for

evaluating [0, äl(t)]. These correspond to the equilibrium popu'lations

of the various states and are given by the Boltzmann factors of the

corresponding energy leveìs. The expression for p then is

o=@ z)B
Ç.ro (-E(n)/kT)

where H = Ho. Since Ho >> Hl, and assuming the shielding constants

contribute a neg'ligible effect, then

H=vñHo(I2.¡ +IzZ) 2.19

'Substituting 2.19 into the expression for p and expanding to first
order yie'lds

,=#('#) 2.20

2.21

where Fr= l=1 + Iz2 and N =F .*o (-E(n¡/kr). using this expression

the matrix representation is

[ ,RvH^

lr-f 0 0 0

I

0100

0010
o =fr

o o o t*TIo

and the commutator can then be calculated as
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þ ", 
(t) - ar (t) ,] = *i+"

0-l -l 0

+l 0 0-l
+l 0 0-1
0+l +l 0

2.22

2.23

/\
z. t'. l*l term

f "/exchange

l¡lhen two of the spins exchange sites the effect is the same as

if they exchanged indices, or labelled positions, of the spin. such an

effect is assigned to a permutation operator, P. The effect of p on

the basis functions for a system exchanging between two sites can be

represented by a matrix

p=

1000
0010
0100
0001

A second exchange of sites would restore the system to its initial
state. Thus P-P = I, which impìies that P = P-1. Therefore, after the

exchange one could write a matrix, p' = P-lpP. If the lifetime of the

proton at each site is given by r, the rate change of p due to exchange

is

l^ \ o -.l+ì _Pafrer-Pbefore=p,-g z.z4
\o "r/exchange 1 r

for a constant rate of exchange at constant temperature. Evaluatíon

of 2.24 requires that p' be obtained in matrix form



L4

p' = PpP =

Pil

P3l

P21

P4r

n l- 
^-YY-T

P12

P32

Pzz

P42

0

P3r -P2l

Pzì -P3l

0

2.25

"12 "13

P iz-P 23

P zz-P 33

P 4z'P 43

2.26

Pr3

P33

P23

P43

Pì4

P34

P24

P44

Then

(tù*.nunn.
_l

T

Pr3-Pr2

P 33-P zz

P23-P33

P 43-P 42

P34

P24

0

"24

"34
0

3' tn' (#)reraxarion term

The process of maíntaining or restoring thermal equilibrium in

the spin system through an exchange of energy between the nuclei under

investigation and the surrounding moìecules ís the spin-lattice

relaxation. Thermal motion produces randomly fluctuating magnetic

fields which can interact with the magnetic moments of the molecules

with which it experiences thermal contact. If any component of this

fluctuating field is at the Larmor frequency, then transitions among

the energy leve'ls are possible and the Boltzmann distribution is

restored. After a perturbation that disturbed the populations of the

energy ìevels, the restoration to equilibrium conditions are charact-

erized by a time constant, Tl, defined as the spin-lattice relaxation

time.
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In the problem under consideration, the spin-'lattice relaxation

tíme affects the diagonal terms of p by the expression

2.27

where oo is the equilibrium value of p.

Relaxation is also affected by the presence of local internal

fíelds originating from neighbouring magnetic moments in the sampìe.

Unless these moments move about rapidly, the small, local contributions

will change the effective field strength of the precessing nuclei, and

. these different field strengths produce different precessional

frequencies. Thus they quickly lose phase and thermal equilibrium is

established. Since the energy changes are confined entireìy to the

spin system, this is called spin-spin relaxation, characterized by a

time constant, Tr. In the problem under consideration the spin-spin

relaxation time affects only the off-diagonal terms of p by the

express i on

2.28

which decays to zero as thermaì equilibrium Ís restored. There are no

common terms between the spin-lattice and spin-spin relaxation times

and they can be combined in matrix form to obtain

/t"-: t\
\ rl 

/0.¡asonar

(t{rr-oiasonar
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-enlT Z -eß/T Z -et4/T 
2

-ez1/Tz 1f(oo-o )r, -orr/r, -oro/r,

(#)..raxarion

I*=I**ily

and since the mean value of an

terms, it is the trace of this

is important

-031/r2 -orr/T, l-(oo-o)r, -oro/r,

-oor/r, 1f{oo-o)a,

2.30

observable is given by the diagonal

operator with the density matrix that

-o 41/I2 -o O2/T,

2.29

4. Calculation of line shape

a) Introduction

In the N.M.R. experiment the sampìe is irradiated with a

radiofrequency (rf) field, Hl(t), rotating in the x-y plane with the

constant magnetic field, Ho, in the z-direction. The magnetization

induced in the samp'le ís measured by receiver coils perpendicular to

both the transmitter coils and to the static field. The absorption of

energy due to the net upward transitions corresponds to a raising

operator given by

rir oo-o )1 
1

lr(pt+) = Tr(I+p) 2.31
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b) Matrix representation for'I+

Using the same orthonormal functions as before and the conven-

tional function of the operator, the matrix representation is

with the product I+p given by

0110
0001
000.|
0000

0lt0
000.|
0001
0000

2.32

Prl Plz Pt3 Pl4

Pz1 Pzz Pz3 Pz4

P3r P3z P33 P34

P4r P4z P43 P44

2.33

,*_
I-

I*p =

p2l*p3t pZZ*p32 pZ3*033 pZ4*034

P4r P4z P43 P44

P4r P4z P43 P44

0000

and

Tr(I+p)=rZ1 *o3l *r4Z*043=(I+) 2.34

rtn dp zl dp cl dp az dp¿c
To determine if only the four termr ii., l#, ìf and nfr need ro

to be evaluated.
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c) Calculation of spectraì points

If it is assumed that the spectrum is swept slowìy enough so as

to cause a negìigible change in the signaì amplitude with time, then

4g = 6, rhar is, IY = o1?, = oo,!, = oo,lt - odr- dr - -fr - -ff- - iT-
2.35

Evaluating each of theSe from the previously-determined matrices for

p one obtains the four equations

dp21 - 
p3l-pzl 

'++ i(-n-r"ô +>,J)p21- i(¡-"J)pSl + ic = 0iT-- r - TZ '\ -'?v"

do3l _ Pzl -P3l eql-ãt = Ë i+ i(-¡+%o*%¿)psl - i(>,J)pzt + ic = 0

w = 
p43:p4z 

Y+ i(-r+No -t,J)p42 + i(r'J)o+s * ic = 0

# - pqz:-pqz 

i+ i(-^-r2ô ->'J)p43 + i(r'J)r+Z * ic = 0

2.36

. ,- --- ^ 'z'liHoH',where C = lñË-

There are no cross terms between the pairs (o..l,. or., ) and (002, oç)
and one obtains
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Adding terms with common denominators yields

c ( - a+r-"0 *; *f*f I

- rz +'aaz + nJ*|{ z^ ) +t( z t- J ?-i,

c(-^-t2ô+r -T-t,

- Lz *ro6? - r¿*|{ zo,-ù, zn+¿ T-ì;,

c ( -a+r."o-;.f-{l

-f *,.a2-rJ*I12n,-ü,2¡+J -T ì;,

2c ( -a *; *?i*f )

P3r =

^=
"42

Pz1 =

943 =

2.37

P2l*o3l =

e 4z*P 4i =

- nz *,"a2 +rJ*|t za I *{t 2¡- J -* 
U,

2.38

and

2c(-o-.:*f*fr1

- rz +%az +rJ* t lza , -ü, Z,*J -T-U,

2.39

p4Z * 043 is the expression for the magnitudewhere the sum ot.t * o3l +
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of the induced magnetization in the x-y plane. The real part of each

expression corresponds to a dispersion signaì and the imaginary part

corresponds to the absorption signaì commonìy recorded. Adding the

imaginary parts of equations 2.38 and 2.39, the expression for the line
shape of the absorption signaì in the x-y prane is obtained. The

resulting calculation, although tedious by hand, can readily be performed

by a computer (5) and the resultant data plotted to obtain a spectrum to

be matched with an experimental one. The purpose is to find activation

rate parameters (t or k) by matching theoretical spectra to experimental

ones and using these to calculate the thermodynamic properties of the

system under study (12).
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C. Double Resonance Saturation Transfer Method

l. Introduction
:.::. ::

:: ì'' The determination of accurate rate constants by matching

experimental and computer-simulated spectra when the rate process is

slow is difficult. An alternative procedure for the slow exchange

region, the method of saturation transfer, was proposed by Forsen and

, : Hoffman (8,23,24) and developed by Anet and Bourn (9). This section

presents a brief theory of the method for the slow exchange of a single

' spin between site A and site B (following the method outlined in

reference 9).

It is possible to change the relative populations of the two spin

states of a proton by Írradiation with a strong rf field at its

resonance frequency. If the protons at site A are saturated the

absorption signaì will disappear, and the transfer or exchange of these

:,.,.:i. protons with those at site B will affect the relative popuìations of
'::i'1 the spin states at site B. The net absorption at the second site, B,

.,',', does not reduce to zero because the relative population differences

tend to be restored to thermal equilibrium by the spin-lattice

relaxation. The change Ín absorption at site B can be followed by

,:,,,'' measuring the intensity of the signaì using a weak rf field. Instan-
:ì-::.

taneous saturation of the protons at A will decrease the intensity of

the absorption signal of the protons at B to a low, non-zero value as

long as the exchange rate between the two sites approximates to the
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spin-lattice relaxation time. The useful range of this method is

therefore limited to rate processes too slow for access by the line

shape method.

2. Determination of rate constants

In presenting the equations used to determine rate constants it
will be convenient to use the magnetization in the conventional z-

^direction M;(t) for protons at site A at a specÍfied time, t, in the

static magnetic field, H:. The magnetization, tå(t), depends on the

relative spin popu'lations and is zero when the protons are saturated.

The line intensity of the protons at a given site is proportional to

the magnetization of the protons at that site. In the absence of any

saturatíng rf field the thermal equilibrium magnetization at site A will
be denotea Uv uf.

Consider the case where the thermal equilibrium populations at

site A and site B are equal. The lifetime of a proton at site A, to,

will be equal to the lifetime at site B, rr. since the rate constant,

k, is the inverse of the lifetime, it will be the same for both sites.

k= l= I 
z.4otA tB

3. Decay of magnetization at site B with saturation of site A

The magnetization at site B, N!ftl, afteÈ the instantaneous

application of a saturating rf field at site A when t = 0 is given

bv (e)
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where

and T.,, is

at site B.

As 1:

from whìch

Substi Luti nq

Mul ti p1 yì ng

Substi tut'ing

terms

1 _J_*_ltrB 'rB tB

hhe spin-lattice

2.41

2.42

average ì ifetime

2.43

2.44

2.45

2.46

='' [(+)",FJ.+]Nlrt I

relaxation time, r, the

value is obtained

site B can be found

+' @ an equilibrium

M?(-) ='t 
[*]

the initial magnet

,.,'* = 4!1-t*.
t tìB

f ron 2.44 i nto 2 .41 yi el ds

ulrtr = Nf,-,1þ\f+ .*oþ*,- L 
\'ru/L'B \'ìr/

through and combining terms

Nfr,-mlr-r = Nl{-) (+).-,(d)
tor n!(-) on the right from equation 2.

ization at

'rBl
I;J

43 and cancel,J,,i ng 
i ,l 

,
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2.47

equation 2.44 to

Þ
N!(-) _ 'rB
Mq- 

= Ë 2.4e

z

permits the calculation of the spin-lattice relaxation time. When

t.,, and T.,, are used in equation 2.42, the rate constant, k, for the

exchange between site A and site B is obtained.

4. Recovery of magnetization at site B after removal of saturation at

site A

Instantaneous removal of the saturating field at site A is

followed by the increase in magnetization at site B to its equilibrium

value. The magnetization at site B when t = 0, f,,lftO), will be the

value previously designated by M:(-) for saturation. Therefore, at

the instant when site A experiences the total removal of the double

resonance, one can write

Nlrtr -M:(-) =': (T).-,(.*)
Taking logarithms

r^(rulrtr -M:(-)) ='''[+].[."] z48

A plot of the'logarithm on the left against time should yield a straight

line with slope l- +\. Using this value of the slope and rearrangingUre/
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.rB,^t
Nf{o)=o and 5g=3 z.so

where uoür uf(t) and u!{t) "tir increase with time. The expressions

for the magnetizations at any time are given bV (8)

Nlftl = Ml * .l exp (-Àlt) + cz exp (-^zt) 2.s1

nfftl = *l * .l'n * - ^l exp (-r,r)

I* ,2, A ñ 
- 

^, 
exp (-^zt) 2.52

where the values cl and c, are determined by the inítial saturated

condition (t = 0)

.,=,:[ïH#] 253

r-l
,2 = ,,8 l^l (Tlg - tla) 

|';lnG-;7J 2'54

The values for l., and r, are obtained by solving the determÍnant

ll
trB tA

- t I -^tB tlA

=Q 2.55

Since the average lifetimes of the spin at the two sites have been
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specified to be equivalent, that is, tO = t* all subscripts can, for

convenience, refer to site B. The solution under conditions of slow

exchange is

^t- 
I + I 2'56trB tB

^r=,*I-+=+ z.s7

If it is assumed, as stated earlier, that rB " Tl, then 1,., r 3Lr.

This would be the longest average lifetime considered. For all r, ìess

than TrB, \Z would be small and its contribution in equations 2.5.| and

2.52 could be negìected. Furthermore, equations 2.53 and 2.54 predict

a smaller c value for a larger À value, and hence the exponential with

the larger l, value will decay to zero quickly,'leaving the magnetization

as a function of the remaining exponential. For the case where

\/xZ = - cr/c, > 3, equation 2.51 reduces to

a a | _t\M;(t) - Mi = c2 exP (q; ) 
2.58

Using an average value of T.,B = 13 seconds p'laces an upper limit

of 13 seconds for t, or a lower limit on the rate constant of

lç =.08 sec-ì. All rates ínvestigated by this method were above this,

value. The plot of ln (/rq]tt) - M?)u..ru, time witl quickty approximate
\ ¿ Ll

a straight line where the slope yields the value of T.,r.

At increasingìy longer average lifetimes (lower temperatures),

the exchange becomes sufficient'ly slow that the ratio , f'P¡*)tttt9r,

26
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approaches unity. Thus the curves become increasingìy sha'llow and the

slopes difficult to measure. The recovery term, being a function of

two exponential terms, is more difficult to obtain. However, if some

value of r.,u is assumed, it is possible to calculate t, (and k) by using

equation 2.49. This method is not desirable where the spin-lattice

reìaxation time cannot be estimated with a fair degree of accuracy.
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D. Determination of Activation parameters

l. Arrhenius Activation Energy
t,.

.., The Arrhenius equation (2S)

rnk=f(ï)-r'o z.ss

can be used to obtain the activation energy, Ea, and the frequency
t-t,'' factor, A, from the slope and intercept of the pìot of the natural

'., logarÍthm of the rate constant, k, against the reciprocal of the

absolute temperature. The usefulness of this method is limited to

I . cases where the activation energy and the frequency factor are inde-

pendent of temperature.

2. Activation parameters from Absol ute Rate Theory

Eyring's equation (26)

u=/*or\r.-/-oe*\* = \ n-/r ex' \Tu_/ 2'60

,,, can be used to determine the activation parameters where the rate
.t,,

,. constant, k, at temperature, ToK, is related to the free energy of
'+: activation, AG-. r is the transmission coefficient which usually is

set equal to one (14), but may be set equal to one-half if the potentiaì

energy diagram is symmetrical about the transition state (lS,t6). The

;if Boltzmann constant has the symbol, kB, h is Planck's constant and R is
: fhe ideal gas constant.

When the coalescence temperature is accurate'ly known with its
related rate constant, k, the Eyring equation can be employed directìy
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to calculate the free energy of activation. The error will be due to

the error in determining the sing'le-valued T and k.

Often the coalescence temperature cannot be determined with a fair
degree of accuracy. Substitutíng from the thermodynamic expression

relating the free energy of activation, AGt, to the entharpy, AH+, and
t

entropy, lS' , of activation

^G*=¡H*-l¡s* 2.61

J.

for ¡G'in equation 2.60, rearranging and taking logarithms of both

sides yields

2.62

A plot of ln (k/T) against (l/T) should yield the enthalpy, AH+, from

the slope and the entropy of activation, 
^s+, 

from the intercept. Then

¡Gt could be calculated for the temperature in question using equation

2.61" It assumes, as does the Arrhenius theory, that the forward and

reverse reaction rates proceed aìong the same path, which is a reason-

able assumption for restricted rotation studies.

If this is not the case, the ratio of the rate constants can be

calculated from the popuìations of the two sites by the equation

kRgPR = kBAPB 2.63

where kRg is the rate constant for the transition from A to B, Po is

the popuìation of site A, kaR is the exchange rate constant in going

from B to A, and P, is the population of site B. Knowing the relative

'.(f) =1''[+].(+). +
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populations of the two sites permits calculation of the activation

parameters in both directions.
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III. EXPERIMENTAL



A. Sample Preparation

The sampìê of a,o,o',cx',3,4,6-heptachloro-ortho-xyìene (HCOX) was

used as received from Dr. v. Marks of Hooker chemiäal corporation. A

5 mole % solution in methy'lcycìohexane included hexamethyldisilane

(HMDS) as an internal lock and methylene chroride as an internal

standard. The sampìe was degassed by the freeze-pump-thaw technique

before being sealed. The samp'le tube was heated in a paraffin bath to

100oC to check whether it could withstand the vapor pressure without

bursti ng.

32
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B. The High Resolution Spectra

All of the spectra were obtained from a Varian HA-]00D nuclear

magnetic resonance spectrometer operating in ühe frequency sweep mode.

The internal lock used was hexamethyldjsjlane (Ht'lOS). Frequency cali-

brations were obtained using the period averaging technique and peak

positions were assigned assuming that the change in frequency was

linearìy proportiona'l to distance between calibration points for up to

20 Hz separation. Each spectrum was normalìy recorded three times with

some, at temperatures near c.oalescence, recorded up to eight times.

The temperature of the sample r.ras reguìated by using the

V-4341 /U-6057 variable temperature accessory and was determined with

an iron-constantan thermocbupìe p'laced in a toluene sample in the probe.

Sufficient time elapsed so that the millivolt output did not drift for

at least fÍve minutes. These temperatures v,,ere taken both before and

after the spectra were obtained. sufficient time (approximateìy 30

minutes) was alloweä for equilibration of the samp'le af,ter insertion

into the probe and the spectrometer resolution was optimized before

each spectrum was run. Effective T, values were obtained from half- 
^

height linewidth of methylene chloride at each temperature. spectra

¡rere recorded at about soC intervals, limited at the lower temperature

by the slow exchange rate and at the higher temperature by the boiìing

point of the solvent. The spectra were recorded at a frequency sweep

rate of .05 Hzlsec.

\
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C. Double Resonance Saturation Transfer

A Hewlett-Packard audio oscillator, model 4204A, was used in the

double resonance saturation transfer experiment. The HA-100 was

connected to a flat-bed recorder with the controls set in such a way

that it indicated the peak height while "sitting" on it. Great care

was taken not to saturate the signaì with the rf field at the observing

frequency. In addition, the observing and saturatÍng frequencies were

adiusted by trial and error to compensate for the shift in peak positions

that occurred with the large saturating field. Both decay and recovery

. times were recorded and at least six trials were made at each temperature.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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A. General Appearance of the Spectra at various Temperatures

Earlier studies (27,28,29) have reported the stable conformers

of a,a-dihalotoluene derivatives to be those in which the side chain

protons lie in the pìane of the aromatic ring. Similar fìndings have

been reported for the analogous derivatives of meta- (30) and para- (3.| )

xyìenes and rnesitylene (32) compounds. This study deals specificaily

with <¡,o,,* ' ,c' ,3 ,4 ,6-heptachl oro-ortho-xyl ene (HC0X ) . Due to the

proximity of the two substituted methy'l groups to each other, steric

considerations are of greater consequence than in the previous investi-

.gations. Such sterÍc considerations (33) indicate that the rotation

of the two methyì groups is synchronized and in opposite directions,

suggesting only two conformers with roughìy equaì populatjons.

ï'c¡ct
'c!,

cl

trI

Figure ì

d,o,o' rd',3,4,6-heptachloro-ortho-xyleneThe two stabl e

(Hc0x).

conformers of
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These conformations are reìated by a concerted lg0o rotation,

but in opposite directions, of the two side chain groups about their

respective C-C bonds. Such a rotation effectively changes the magnetic

environment of all three protons. At lower temperatures, v,/here the

lifetime of each conformer is relativeìy long, the spectrum consists of

the superpositioning of the peaks corresponding to the two conformers

as shown in Figure 2a. Increasing the temperature shortens the lifetime

and the conformers interconvert more rapid'ly causing the observed peaks

to broaden untiì they merge together to form an average signa]. A

further increase in the rate of exchange decreases the width of this

averaged peak to its limiting value due main]y to the magnetic field in-

homogeneity (approximateìy 0.2 Hz). The peaks assigned to the aromatic

protons coaìesced at lowest temperature, but it was not possible to

determine which of the methine proton peaks coalesced first or whether

all four peaks coalesced at the same t,emperature.

Due to ìimitatioq.s of the methyìcyclohexane used as soìvent,

with a boiling point of l00.9oc (34), the maximum temperature of

measurement was restricted to 980c, insufficienily high to yield the

resolved three-peak fast exchange spectra.

The representative spectra of a 5 more % sorution of HCOx in

methylcycìohexane at various temperatures are shown with the corres-

ponding simu'lated spectra in section D.
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B. Conformational Assignment

At ambient temperature, 305oK, the spectrum contained six

relatively weìl-resolved. peaks (rigure 2) as expected for the slow

exchange region. However, the rate of exchange between the two

conformers was still sufficiently rapid so that a saturation transfer
technique (23) cou'ld be employed in the assignment of the peaks of
Figure 2, numbered from low field to high field.

saturation of peak I caused the disappearance of peak 3; peaks

4,5 and 6 remain unaffected. The transfer of saturation permitted the

assignment of peaks 1 and 3 to the same proton in the two conformers.

Saturation of peak 2 caused peaks 3 and 6 to be noticeably reduced in

intensity; peaks 4 and 5 were relatively unaffected. The reduction in

the intensity of peak 3 is rationalized as due to the partial saturation

of peak 1. Peaks 2 and 6 were assigned to the second proton in the two

conformers. By deduction, the third proton in the two conformers should

have been assigned to peaks 4 and 5. This assígnment was confirmed by

saturating peaks 3 and 4; peaks 2 and 6 remained relatively unchanged

and peaks 1 and 5 were significantìy reduced in intensity.

By inspection of Figure l, HA and H* of conformer I should display

spin-spin coupìing according to the "zig-zag" rule (35). peaks z and 4

were both spìit, and hence were assigned to I. In keeping with earlier
assignments of anaìogous compounds (27,36) the downfie'ld peak, 2, was

assigned to the methine proton, tA(I), and the upfield peak was assigned

to the ring proton of conformer I, H,r(t). This entaiìed that peak 6

arose from the resonance of HOIII) und peak 5 from H*(II).
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Peak I was assigned to conformer II as the environment of Hg(it)

is most like that ot tR(r). Peak 3 must then arise from the resonance

of Hg(t). The comp'lete assignment is shown in Figure 3A.

since this assignment does not agree with previous reports (¡z)

(see Figure 38), a second method involving steric crowding, as reported

by Peeling, et a]. (32) was also applied. The results agreed with the

above assignment for the methine protons. To assign the aromatic ring

protons required consideration of neighbouring atoms "tv,Jice removed',

(32). hlhen this was done the relative positions of al'l pairs of peaks

agreed with the above; the HR(lI, and tr(r) peaks are farthest down-

field, the Hx(I) and HO,I) peaks are farthest upfield, while the Hg(')
and Hx(lt) peaks occur at intermediate fields. Long range coup'ling

permits unambiguous assignment, as before, for tU(r), Hx(l), Hg(lt)

and Ho,I¡ but there appears to be no intuitive way to differentiate

between Hx(II¡ and Hn('¡ when using this method.
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C. Relative Populations of the Two Conformers

The peaks assigned to the two conformers were sufficient'ry

dispersed for a determÍnation of the relative populations by measuring

the areas under the peaks. The spectra were photocopied and the average

weight of the peaks assigned to each conformer was used in the determi-

nation. The data in Table I indicates that the populations of the two

conformers were the same to within the experimental error at the five

temperatures i nvesti gated

The temperatures reported were assumed representative of the

temperature range used in the study and that therefore the population

difference of the two conformers could be'ignored over the entire range

used in line shape ana'lysis.
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Table l

Relative intensities of the three peaks of I and II in the low

temperature region.

Temperature (oc)

-60

-20

I 7.3

20

25.7

* The ratios given here were

** The errors quoted here are

Ratio* I/II

0.99 t .06**

1.00 r .04

1.02 r .04

0.98 r .02

0.98 r .02

determined by weíghing.

standard deviations.
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D. Determination of Rate Constants

l. From ìine shape analysis

Rate constants for the region of intermediate lifetimes were

obtained by comparison of the line shapes of experimental spectra v,Jith

those generated by the computer program DNMR2 (Dynamic Nuclear Magnetic

Resonance - Second Edition) (10). This program is essentially the same

as DNMR, for which the program (39) and the theory (il ) have been

described elsewhere. DNMRZ is designed to compute compìex exchange

broadened spectra which can be graphically dispìayed on a calcomp

. plotter. The algorithm is based on a quantum mechanicar theory of

exchange effects on the ìine shapes of high resolution nuclear magnetic

resonance spectra. The data generated and plotted requires chemical

shifts, coupling constants, relaxation times, relative popuìations, and

certain scaling parameters as input.

Relative popu'lations have been discussed in section C. Scaìing

parameters vuere determined from the experimental spectra. Effective

spin-spin relaxation tjmes were estimated from the line shape of the

methylene chloride proton resonance peak at each temperature; T, vaìues

varied between ì.4 and 1.6 seconds. The coupling constant between the

methine proton, HA(I), and the ring proton, H*(I)r was measured direcily
at lower temperaturesi JH(x)H(A) = 0.45 Hz with atl other coupling

constants set equal to zero.

The observed peak centres, as obtained for all temperatures

investigated, are recorded in Table 2. The observed chemical shifts

44
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in Hz were plotted against temperature (oc) in Figure 4 and agaìnst
1the reciprocal of the absolute temperature (K-l) in Figure b. The

initial chemical shifts used in the calculations were obtained from

the former graph. Although the agreement between the simulated and

observed spectra was excellent, it was found necessary to change the

estimated vaìue of the chemicaì shift by a few tenths of a hertz by

reference to Figure 5 in order to obtaín the best fit between the

calculated and the experimental spectrum. A series of rate constants

was entered to obtain a set of computer-simulated spectra. A visual

match between a calculated spectrum and an observed one was the only

requirement for accepting a rate constant as valid. The estimated

error is included wÍth the rate constants in Table 4.

Experimentaì spectra, together with the matched calculated

spectra, are presented in Figures 6 to 21.



Observed peak centres in

Temp. (oc)

-60.0

-20.0

0.0

5.0

17 .3

20. 0

25.7

27 .7

32.8

36. 5

4l .t

45. I

I

792.8

795. 0

794.22

7 94.37

794.61

794.64

794.75

794.83

794.70

794.96

795. 00

7 95.07

Hz downfield from HMDS for HCOX in methylcyclohexane at

2

788.2

789.7

789.72

789.82

790. I l

790.16

790.28

790.3t

790.27

790.43

7 90.54

790.59

Table 2

Observed Chemical Shift (Hz)

34
755.8

755.1

755. I 6

755.26

7s5.43

755.38

755.44

755.47

755.33

755.35

755.42

755.34

755.8

754.8

754.9

754.96

754.75

754.70

754.57

754. 58

754.44

754.34

754.25

754.25

various temperatures.

5

7 45.4

7 45.6

745.15

745.0

745. I 8

7 45.07

745.00

7 45.04

744.79

744.77

744.79

6

742.5

742.8

742.80

742.7

742.98

742.95

7 42.96

743.03

7 42.94

743.00

743.06

743.92

È



47.4

50.8

54. I

58. 9

63 .4

69. I

7 4.5

79.5

83.2

90.0

95. 9

98.0

795.07

795.19

795.19

795. I 9

790.63

790.58

790.75

790.5ì

791 .94
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Observed peak centres

in methylcycìohexane

Data from Table 2.

Figure 4

for a 5 mole %

pìotted against

solution of HCOX

.tì .

temperature ("C).
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Figure 5

Observed peak centres for a 5 mole % solution of HCOX

in methylcyclohexane pìotted against the reciproca'l of

the absolute temperature. Data from Table 2.
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Figure 6

Experimentaì and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HC0X in methy'lcycìohexane at

3oo.9oK. k = l.l ,..-1.
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Figure 7

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX Ín methyìcyclohexane at

305.8oK. k=2.60sec-l.
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Figure 8

Experimenta'l and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HC0X in methylcycìohexane at

309.5oK. k = 3.50 sec-].





Figure 9

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methylcycìohexane at

3l4.loK. k = 4.2 sec-1.
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Figure 1 0

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methylcycìohexane at

3l8.toK. k = 6.6 sec-].
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Figure I ì

Experimentaì and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 moìe % solution of HC0X in methy'lcyclohexane at

32o.ooK. k = 8.0 sec-1.
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Figure ì2

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methylcyclohexane at

323.8oK. k = ll.o sec-1.
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Figure l3

Experimenta'l and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methyìcyclohexane at

327.1oK. k = 12.5 sec-1 .
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Figure l4

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methylcyclohexane at

331.9oK. k=2o.5sec-l
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Fi gure 'l 
5

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HC0X in methylcyclohexane at

336.4oK. k=26.0sec-ì.





Figure l6

Experimentaì and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methyìcyclohexane at

342.1oK. k=36.0sec-l





Figure l7

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methylcyclohexane at

347.5oK. k = 49.0 sec-].
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Figure lB

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methylcyclohexane at

352.5oK. k=72.osec-1.





Figure I 9

Experimental and calculated N.M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HC0X in methylcyclohexane at

3s6.zor. k = lo4 sec-I.
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Figure 20

Experimenta'l and calculated N-M.R. spectra of a

5 mole % solution of HC0X in methylcyclohexane at

363.0oK. k = 160 sec-l.
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Figure 2l

Experimenta'l and calculated N.M.R' spectra of a

5mole%solutionofHCOXinmethylcyclohexaneat

369.0oK. k=l98sec-].
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?. using the doubte resonance saturation transfer technique

At the desired temperature the chemical shifts of one of the
' protons was measured for. each of the two conformers. The proton

resonance was saturated at one of the positions while the resonance

intensity at the other position was monitored as a function of time.

Representative spectra and the plots used to obtain t., and T., are shown

in Figures 22 to 29. Some trials had to be discarded because of the

difficulty in recording intensity changes when the irradíated peak was

less than 20 Hz away. At temperatures below -SoC the rate of satur-
ation transfer was too slow to use this method.

The rate constants for each trial were obtained by using

equations 2.42 and 2.40.
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Figure 22

Double resonance saturation transfer between protons

B(II) and B(I) in HC0X at 278.10K as a function of time.

The saturating field is applied to B(I) at t = 0 and

is removed at t' = 0.
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Figure 23

t .)
A plot of ln {u.(t) - Mr(-)} versus time and of

rn {ur(t) - Mz(o)} u.rrm time for the decav and

recovery of proton B(II) at 278.10K. Data obtained

from Fi gure 2?. k = 0.284 sec-].
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Figure 24

Double resonance saturation transfer between protons

A(I) and A(II) in HCOX at 278.10K as a function of time'

The saturating field is applied to A(I) at t = 0 and

is removed at ti = 0.
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Figure 25

A ptot of ln {nrtt) - Mr1-¡} versus time and of
/'I

tn {Nr(t) - Mz(O)} versus time for the decav and

recovery of proton A(II) at 27B.lot<. Data obtained

from Figu re 24 ft = 0.264 ,..-1.
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Figure 26

Double resonance saturation transfer between protons

A(II) and A(I) in HC0X at Z7B.loK as a function of time.

The saturating field is applied to A(II) at t = 0 and

is removed at t' = 0.
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A plot of ln

rn {lnr(t) -

recovery of

irom Figure

Figure 27

- Nr(-)) u.ttut

versus time for

A(I) at 278.1oK.

= 0.283 ,..-1.

time and of

the decay and

Data obtained

{r'r, 
(t)

Mz(o))

proton

26. k
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Figure 28

Double resonance saturation transfer between protons

A(I) and A(II) in HC0X at 268.loK as a function of time'

The saturating field is appìied to A(I) at t = 0 and

is removed at t' = 0.
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A plot of ln

ln {M-(t) -(¿
recovery of

from Figure

{r'r, 
(t)

Mz(o))

proton
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Figure 29

- M (-)\ versus time and ofz' 'l
versus time for the decaY and

A(II) at 268.1oK. Data obtained

= 0.089 ,..-l . '
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Data from double

Temperature

( 
or)

268

268

resonance satu rat.ion

Proton

Saturated*

A(I )

A(I )

ïabl e 3

transfer experiment on HCOX

278

278

278

278

Proton

0bserved*

A(rr)

A(rr)

A(I )

A(I )

A(rr)

B(I)

. Decay

t+r(-) /l1r(t)

.348

.378

* Labelled as in Figure 3.
** Estimated error t 1.0 sec., resulting in

A(rr)

A(rr)

A(I)

B(rr)

rl ( sec. )

5.20

4.52

in methyìcycìohexane.

.203

.196

.102

.200

Recovery

Tl (sec. )**

9.84

7 .73

ave.k=.091+

3.0.|

2.86

2.77

2.81

t< (sec-l )

.089

.093

.02 sec-1

.264

.273

.283

.284

.02 sec-l

14.6

13.4

12.6

14.2

a contribution of

ave. k=.276t

approxímately L0% to k.
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E. Calculation of Activation parameters

The data necessary for both the A*henius prot and the Eyring

,,, prot are found in Tabre 4. The pìot of rn k versus r/T in Figure 30
., ,-.','-: 1.,,, 

-' :

is used to determine the energy of activation, Eâ, and the frequency
factor, A. The pìot of ln (k/T) versus (1/T) in Figure 3l yieìds the
enthalpy of activation, aH+, and the entropy of activation, AS+. The

'

' ': calculations assume that the transmission coefficient, r, is unity (39).
:': ::::: In addition, Table 4 includes the calculated values of the free: .: .'.r. .l:..

energy of activation using the equation

ttì

^Gr=Rrrnl-kill'\¡ I' L-fT J 4- l

' at each temperature, T. The plot of ¿G* versus T in Figure 32 ís used1Jto obtain 
^Hr 

and ¿Sr from equation 2.6j (40).

A summary of the activation parameters for HCOx and some related
compounds studied by the same method is found in Table 5.



Table 4

Data employed for the determination of activation parameters

5 mole % solution of HCOX in methyìcyclohexane.

Temperature*

(or)

268.0

278.0

300.7

305.8

309.5

314.l

3t8.l

320.0

323.8

327.1

331 .9

1lr
2(x 10")

3.73

3.60

3.33

3.27

3.23

3. t8

3.14

3.12

3.09

3. 06

3.0t

k**
1

(sec-' )

.091 x .02

.276 t .02

l.l t.2
2.6 t .2

3.5 t .2

4.2 t .3

6.6 t .3

8.0 t .3

lt.0 r 0.4

12.5 t .5

20.5 t .5

k/t
2(x .|0")

3.39

.993

3.66

8.50

11.31

I 3.4

20.7

25.0

34. 0

38.2

6l .8

Ea, log A, aH+

ln k ln k/T

and ¿s* for a

-2.397

-1.287

0.095

0.956
.|.253

.|.435

1.887

2.079

2.398

2.526

3.020

-7 .987

-6.908

-5.61 I

-4 .7 67

-4.482

-4.31 5

-3.875

-3.689

-3.382

-3.264

-2.784

o6t***

( kcal /mol e )

16.90 t .08
.|6.95 t.09
.|7.55 t ..|8

17.33 t .ìt
17.37 t .10

17 .52 t .12

17.47 t .10

17.45 t .09

17 .46 t .09

17 .56 t .10

I 7.50 t .09

.,:,. ':,?li":t:

\t{

,jl



336.4

342.1

347.5

3s2. 5

356.2

363. 0

369. 0

2.97

2.92

2.88

2.84

2.81

2.75

2.71

Table 4 contínued

26.0 t
36.0 t
49.0 t
72t2

I

I

2

* All temperature with an error of t lo, except at 369oK where the
** Rate constants calculated using the shift data in Table 2 with

temperatu"g; JA(I)X(I¡ = 0.45 Hz; all other J = 0.

*** calculated from rate constant and temperature by equation 4..|.

77.3

105.2

t4t.0

204.3

292.0

440.8

536.6

.|04 t

.|60 t

l9B t

4

5

3.258

3.584

3.892

4.277

4.644

5.075

5.288

-2.560

-2.252

-l .959

-l .588

-l .231

-0.81 9

-0.622

17.59 t .08
.|7.68 t .08

17.76 t .09

17.75 t .08

17.68 t .lt
17 .73 t 0. l0

17 .87 t 0.1I

i.,

emor is t 2oK.

T2 fron CH2CI2 peak at each

{
æ



Figure 30

Affhenius plot of ln k versus l/T. The data plotted are

found in Table 4. ln k = (-7653 * S) | + Q6.01 t .03).

Comelation coefficient: .9969
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Fi gure 3'l

Eyring plot of natural log k/T versus l/T. The

data plotted are found in Table 4.

ln k/T = (-7338 t 10) f- t1s.25 t .025).

Correlation coefficient: 0.9967
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Figure 32

Plot of ¡G* versus T. Data found in Table 4.

¡G# = 14.597 x 4.023 + (B.gz ! 2.46) T

Correìation coefficient: 0.956

¡:
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summary of activation parameters for HCox*, ocMX (32),0cpx (41),2,3,6-pCT (42) and 2,4,6_pcl (43).

Compound

HCOX

OCMX

OCPX

2 ,3 ,6- PCT

Sol vent

methyl cycl ohexane

toìuene d,

tol uene d,

toluene d,

tol uene d,

methyl cycl ohexane
2,4,6-PCT 

{

Temp. (or)

298

293

286

298

300

Table 5

* The values for the activation parameters of HCOx are obtained

the data from Table 4.

** kcal/mole for ¡H*, ÂG* and cal/deg for aS+

Arrhenius Parameters

Ea (kcal/mole) 1og A

15.3r0.3 t1.3t.z
.|4.93t.t3 

12.451.09

I 3. 6r.4 I .3t.3

14.010.3 1t.310.2

15 .2t .2 12 .7 t.2

14.3t0.6 12.010.5

Transition State parameters**

AH+ ¡sf AG+

14. 6t. 3 -8. Br. B '.t7 .2t.3

14.3t.ì4 -2.0r.5 14.9t.5

I 3. I t.4 -7.3tt .3 1 5.4t. l

13.3t0.3 -7.æ0.7 15.4r0.1

14.6t.2 -l .tt.7 14.9t.t

13.710.6 -4.4t2.2 t5.0r0.2

from the program ACTPAR (.|2) using

tì

t\)
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F.

It was not possible to determine the coalescence temperatures

from the observed spectra. However, the rate constants at coalescence,

k., for each of the three pairs of exchanging protons in HCOx were

calculated using the expression (aa)

, -nÂvoc-T 4.2

where av is the nonexchanging chemica'l shift difference of the proton ,:

resonanceinthetwoconformers.Thesethreerateconstantswerethen

substituted into the first-order equation obtained from the Arrhenius
plot shown in Figure 30

ln k" = 26.01 - -Z953.u ----' Tc- 4.3

to obtain the three coalescence temperatures, Tc. The value of the :

free energy of activation, AG+, at each of these coalescence temperatures .

was cal cul ated usi ng (45 ) i.

i;;
¿Gf = .004573 rc (e. e7 + Ln *j 4.4 

:.,
l.'

and is shown with other data in Table 6. ::,,
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Tabl e 6

Summary of coalescence temperatures and ¡Gf values* for the protons of
HCOX in methylcyclohexane.

Exchangi ng
av (Hz) kc (se.-l ) Tc (or) le* 1r.) (kcat/moìe)

Proton

HA 47.1 104.6 358.3 t7.8

HB 39.2 87.1 355.3 17.8

Hx 9.6 21 .3 333.5 17 .6

* Calculated as described in this section.
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G. Consideration of Error

t. Introduction

..... ,,',r, : Experimentaì conditions under which data are obtained from the
N'M'R. spectrometer must be carefully controlled to obtain usable
i nformati on .

',',,.',,'1, If line shape anaìysis is used to determine rate constants there
..- 1, 

tt'',t " -

should exist no saturation, excessive filtering or magnetic field
t'tt tt':".tt"'

':: ::'::.': inhomogeneity. The sample should spin smoothly in a welì-regulated
thermal environment. Consistent effort was made to ensure that optimum

conditions prevailed for each spectrum. Maximum scanning speed was

0'05 Hzlsec and the filter was set at 14; no evidence of saturation was

found at any time. Any distortions which may have gone undetected are
least significant about the coalescence point, increasing as the
temperature changes. Thus the data obtained by this method is most

reìiable near coalescence, and the reliabilÍty increases for any

system like HC0x that has a series of temperatures at which coalescence.,,t,.", t, t tlt- ,

: .:. .,:- jrj,1.::'--.:. 
occutls .

- . .. ..: .: ':.'. -..:',',,', ', The error ín determining the effective spin-spin relaxation time,
T2', value has been shown to be critical for the determination of ¡H*

and ¡Sf values (+t¡. Although a linear Arrhenius plot may be obtained,

' ' ' the values of aH+ may be inaccurate and those for as' may often be.¡.,;., 1,, ,,,r...

physicaìly unreasonabìe (46) due part'ly to the limited temperature
range invo'lved and partly to the problem of obtaining accurate exchange

rates. The errors introduced by estimating the values of shift
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differences and linewidths in the absence of exchange are ìarger than
the Arrhenius plot might indicate (47,4g). In the present case, the
use of data from the doubre resonance saturation transfer method

significantly reduces such errors.

If the doubre resonance saturatÍon transfer method is used,
optÍmization of experimenta'l conditions involves the consideration of
some additional parameters. Incompìete saturation of the irradiated
site and inaccurate adjustment of the frequencies of the audio generator
and/or of the recorder can significanily alter the response from the
irradiated system and must be avoided.

2' Errors in determining the exchange rate constant, k

a) Line shape analysis 
-

The rotation of the two dÍchroromethyì groups in HCOx has been

treated as an uncoupled, equally-populated, two_site system undergoing
synchronized exchange. For such a system the computer program DNMR2

(38) witl generate tine shapes if the chemical shifts of the proton at
each site, the relative popuìations of the two conformers, the linewidth
of an absorption signal in the absence of exchange, the exchange rate
constant and various scaling parameters are input. since the calculated
ìine shape was used to determine k, the error in the rate constant is
re'lated to the error of the first three parameters above. These wiil
now be discussed individuaily.

.. : : ' : : - 
- : ' . , - ,'.,': '
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i) Errors in chemical shifts
The determination of chemical shifts in the absence of exchange

for all protons in the two conformers is a necessary prerequisite to
obtaining accurate rate constants. The advantage of having coaìescence
temperatures above ambient I ies in the wider range over which chemical
shifts can be measured. The resulting extrapoìatíon of the chemical
shift from the slow exchange region to the faster exchange at higher
temperatures is more accurate than assuming that the chemical shifts are
invariant with temperature (46). For HCOx the measured maximum change

in chemical shift for any proton was 2 .s Hz in the temperature range,
-20oC to 9BoC. As shown in Figures 4 and 5, the differences between

the resonances of any one proton in the two conformers changed less than
t'0 Hz in the same temperature range. Any error arising from an inaccu-
rate estimate of chemical shifts would be greatest in the extrapoìated
high temperature region. since methylcycìohexane boils at 100.90c (34),
this temperature region was not investigated, reducing any error contri-
bution due to this effect.

ii) t*ors in rerative popu'ration determination

The difference in carcurated spectra when k > 40 sec-r between

assigned relative popurations of 0.96:r.00 and those with rerative
popuìations of .l.04:1.00 

was not detectable. Hhen the exchange rate
constant was less than 40 sec-l there was a s'light difference in relative
peak height but none in peak position. The error in the assignment of
equal populations to each of the two conformers for HCOx is not con_

sidered a contributing factor to the error in the exchange rate constant.
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iii) Errors in linewidth in absence of exchange

some investigators have used a constant-input rinewidth (49)

determined below the slow exchange ìimit. 0thers have observed that
the principal cause of line-broadening is due to magnetic field inhomo-

geneity (50-52) and have used the width of the tetramethyìsiìane (TMS)

signal as observed at each temperature. Neither observation may be

universal ly appl icable.

In general, the half height linewidth, w' of an absorption peak

in the absence of exchange may be written as a sum of terms (47)

w,-,= # = # inh + # r. * J_ ao * 
=l_ 

rno "'2 "tZ nl7 nl. ,,tz

4.5
which includes the contributions from the magnetic field ìnhomogeneity,

scalar coupling, dipo're-dipore interactions, and any unresorved ìong_

range proton-proton coupìings, respectively. The 'last term is consÍdered

negligible for HC0X, and the first two terms should be similar fór HC0X

and cHtcl, which is used as the reference. Any error in rinewidth must

" ''' then result from the effect of intramolecuìar and intermolecular dipoìe-
dipole interactions. For small molecules such interactions are much

less significant than the magnetic fietd inhomogeneity and for molecules

¡::,.'¡¡,;1.'1¡, with molecular weight > 500 amu the effect may be an increase of as much

as I Hz to the I inewidth at _30oC (47).

The molecular weight of HCOx is 347.3 amu and dipore-dipore
interactions should be considered. The viscosity of the methylcyclo-



hexane solution was low (ca. o.zgs centipoise at 20oc) (34) and the

contribution to the spin-spjn relaxation rate I /rzdd equals the spin_

lattice relaxation rate, 1lTl (47). Thus the largest contribution for
the temperature range studied by this me.thod would be 0. 0l Hz at 20oC.

Any error introduced by omitting this contribution becomes insignificant
when the exchange process dominates the wídth of the ìine shape. Thus

the use of the experimentai linewidth of methylene chloride is justified
at temperatures above 30oc where the maximum error would be 2% if other
parameters remained constant. At lower temperatures the increasing
viscosíty and the reduction in the rate of exchange would cause a

significant error. This effect may account for the deviation of values
Ín the free energy of activation pìot (Figure 32) berow 30oc.

b) Double resonance technique

Using this method, the rate constant is determined by finding the

difference between the two terms 'llr, and t/T' (equation Z.4Z). The

error in k will be equaì to the'larger of the errors of these two terms.

since tt and r., are calculated from the decay and the recovery of the

signal any factor inftuencing the signal intensity wilì affect the rate
constant obtained. Conditions were checked prior to each determination

to eliminate or minimize the errors due to experimentar conditions.
complete saturation was assured by increasing the porver of the

irradiating fie'ld until the exchange-site-signal did not decay further
upon increasing the power. This value was then used for all subsequent

89



measurements. Data analyàis was hampered by noise factors and, since

the decay period was short, this may well be the dominant error source.

,,,,,., ïhe ì/t, term ís found from the srope of the t, frr(t) - Mr(*)l versus :

LJtime pìot and its error may weìl be from three to tive times that
indicated by a least squares fit. The second term,1/T1, can be deter- 

,t,

'.',',,'. mined in two ways' from the sìope of the recovery data and from the ,.

,,;i.-, magnetization ratios (equati on 2.49). l^Jhen using the pìot of .,,,,, 
'¿ -"- r 

.-:

ln (l4r(t) - Mr) versus time the contribution of the first terms must

be allowed to decay before the slope can be used to determine the spin-
relaxation time. The compìete equation is .

rn (ulttl - rll = rn þ,exp (-r, t) + cz.*p (-^zr)]

4.6 '
',if rlB * tB then r', \ 3^z and c, " 3tr from equation 2.5'¡ to 2.54. Thus ,r

f .r l.,.
.: :, lçfwitt originalìy be smaller and wilt decrease much more quickìy with ,i,.: le | | '-"'r
. .:..:. J .'l-

,, time than the second term on the right of equation 4.6. :-',

:i,,:.":ì.:. In each case the first six values from an arbitrary zero were i

omitted in determining the slope. The value of T.,, obtained by this ,

::.:, method was checked against that obtained by using equation 2.4g. The .i:,,:

r. .,-,':': rj trial was discarded if the difference between the two determinations j.

exceeded five per cent of the first value. The difference between the
two terms, l/'1, and l/TlB, results in an error of at least five per cent
for the value of k and may be even higher. In absolute terms the result ,

''.: :

' .t l
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is still quite good as indicated in Table 3.

3. Errors in temperature - measurement and drift
The conversion of millivolt readings from the iron-constantan

thermocoupìe to a temperature reading r's assumed to be free of error.
If equilibrium conditions can be assumed for all determinations, the

values obtained should be quite reliable. However, the temperature

reading taken before and that taken after a spectrum was obtained were

usually different. The drift in temperature varied between 0.04 and

O.Z0of. Repeated trial, und.l^ constant conditions indicated that random

errors were about 0.030K on ten trials. Reporting the temperature to

within loK should orovide a tolerance greater than that required by

consideration of these factors.

4- Errors in the calculation of activation parameters

Two different methods were enployed to determine the exchange rate

constants and'they appeari to be complementary. Systematic error should

therefore be less suspect than if only a singìe method were used.

a) Thermodynamic functions

The statistical treatment of data produces the results shown in

Table 7. The results obtained from the different treatments dispìay

excellent agreement within the statistical deviation. Since the free

energy of activation, AG*, is rerated to ¡H* and ls+ uy equation 2.6.I

and will obviousiy atso show consistent values, it has not been

'\
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included. Thus the statistical treatment to obtain ',average,, values
does not cause significant changes in the errors of even these most

sensitive parameters.

The standard errors reported in Table 5 for HCOX were obtained
from Binsch's program, ACTpAR (12), which incorporates errors in k and

in T to determine the errors in the activation parameters.

A recalculation using a value of one-half* for the transmission
coefficient, r(39), lowered the value of as+ by 1.4 e.u. and the varue

of ¡G* by 0.42 kcal/mole at 29goK; aH+, of course, remains unaffected.

b) Energy of activation

The standard deviation of the activation energy obtained from a

least squares anaìysis of the Arrhenius ptot is much too small because

the e*ors in the input parameters are ignored in the calculation.
These can be explicity incorporated by using the equation (sg)

[þ'lt - zr2["]'-ol- ] lzfoklz
LEJ 

= 
'"11 

.'l^ri;-oJ L-ÈJ 4.7

where o, is the standard deviation of the temperature, ok is the
standard deviation of the exchange rate constant, ¡T is the temperature
range under study and ¡(]n k) is the range of the ln k values. If r
and k are the temperature and exchange rate at coalescence respective1y,
o¡ is assumed to be roK, o¡ is 4 when k is 104 and r is 356.8, aT is

- 
f9! likely to be the case as K = % assumes that the probabi.lity ofthe transirion .iirg fgverlins to'rhã.;ä;tinö poinr is as srear asthe probabil ity that it will firoceed to ;;proäüct,,.



Statistical check on

in methylcycìohexane

Thermodynamic

Funct i on

l. 
^H+

thermodynamÍc parameters for the hindered rotation
at 298oK.

AH+

Method of Calculation

=Ea-RT

2. 
^H* 

=

3. ¡H* =

Tabl e 7

¡s#

-R x slope of EyrÍng plot

intercept of ¡G+ vs. T plot

I

l; AS'

* if r = 1.00

*r_ 
^H' 

- 
^G', ;

z. As* =

3. ASt =

(intercept -

-sl ope

of the side chain

Ea from

Source

slope of Arrhenius plot

Figure 30

Figure 3l

Figure 32

Figure 30
¿¡H' via Arrhenius plot
J

AG' from equation 4.ì

23.06*) x R

groups of HCOX

Value 0btained

14.62t.02 kcal/mole

from Figure 3l

from Figure 32

\;.'::,::,
.'1

\o
14.58t.02 kcal/mole (,

14.6014.0 kcal/mole

-9.810.6 e.u.

-8.8r0.6 e.u.

-8.9!2.4 e.u.

: irì

', t,



l01o and ¿(1n k) is 7.663, then the standard error in activation energy

is approximate'ly 0.24 kcal/mole or about ten times the error obtained

from the Affhenius plot. The computer program, ACTpAR (.¡2), indicates'. .,.. -, .

an error of 0.3 kcal/mole.

To obtain a range indicative of maximum error for the activation

. , energy the minimum and maximum values of k and T were obtained from

'' ' Table 4 and combined with the value of ln A from Figure 30. These were

substituted into (54)

lnk=rnn-$$ 4.8KI

in order to obtain a maximum and minimum varue of Ea. using the data

of Table 4 the carcurated maximum e*or in the activation energy is
10.45 kcal/mole or an error of approximateìy three per cent.

In the preceding discussion both ¡H# and Ea have been assumed to
be invariant with temperature. 0therwise the values for the rate

constants would be affected and the plots of Figures 30 and 3l would
yieìd smooth curves. However, these two are related by the equation
(52)

.aH* = Ea - RT 4.g

whÍch shows that only one can be constant. The error introduced for a

lOOoK temperature range is 0.2 kcal which is an uncertainty less than
that reported for either parameter.
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H.

The free energy-of activation may be the most reliable measure of
differences in hindered rotation because it is the least sensitive to
error (46-49). Table 5 uses these values as the basis for comparing

the barrier to hindered rotation in some selected compounds.

Earlier studies rationarized the increase in ¡G* from a ,u,2,4,6-
pentachlorotoluene (2,4,6-pcr), 

^G+ 
= r4.9 t 0.r kcar/more in toruene dg

(43) ' to c',cr,,2,3,6-pentachrorotoruene (2,3,6-pcr), aGt = r5.4 I 0..|

kcal/mole in toluene dg (2g), on the basis of the buttressing effect of
adjacent chlorine atoms on the ring (42). The barrier for o,o,o,,cr,,
2'3,5,6-octachloro-para-xylene (0cpx), ¡G* = .|5.4 t 0.1 kcal/mole in
toluene dg (al) appeared to confirm this explanation. However, such

rationale does not account for the free energy of activation being ìower
for o,o,d' ,d' ,2,4,5,6-octachloro-meta-xyìene (SCMX), ¡G* = 14.9 t 0.5
kcal/mole in toluene dg (32), and an expìanation has been advanced

suggesting that buttressing may increase the ground state energy more

than the transition state energy (4.|). In addition the effects of
electron withdrawing substituents on the aromatic ring may produce

distortions which are presently not predictable. If each of the
dichl oromethyl groups of * ro ro' ro, ro,, ro,,,Z 14 r6_nonachl oromesi tyl ene

(NcM) were treated as an independent rigid rotor franked by a singìe
chlorine on each side, the free energy of activation should be comparable

to that for 2,4,6-PCT; whereas the consideration of an ,,effective,, size
(55) for the dichloromethyl groups suggests that the ¡G+ value be

comparabìe to OCMX. The experímental value, ÂG* = l6.l t 0.06 kcal/mole
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in to'luene dg ß2), indicates 'that 
these trends are not reliably

predicted using buttressing effects. Since the author is not aware of
any method of determining ground state energies, the de facto results

:: r::::': Iend themsel ves to speculation at present.

Two molecules that are very similar to HC0x have been studied
(37), o,,cr,,o,',d',3,4,5,6-octachloro-ortho-xylene (0C0X) and

''''
,.,,':,, 

,,:,, o'o'c' ,c' ,3,6-hexach'loro-ortho-xylene (HXCox). The free energy of
: :';': activation of these two molecules should correspond cìose'ly to that:'1:l', 

', 

:j

of HCoX as all three should exhibit similar "cog-wheel,,effects and

the ring-distortion and/or buttressing due to the chlorine atoms on

the ring would predict that the ¡G* value for Hc0x lies between HXC0x

and 0c0X' l'lith AG+ for 0C0x at coalescence equaì to 17.7 kcal/mole and

^G* 
fo" HXcOx at coalescence equal to 17.4 kcal/mole (37), this would

indicate that the coalescence value for Hc0x in tetradecane should fall
in the range 17-4 to t7.7 kcal/mole. A direct comparison is not
possible because HCOX was studied in methy'lcycìohexane with 

^G+ 
at

.:,... - .-

,.,,.,..;1.'1,', coalescence of .|7.7 
kcal/mole (Figure 33). If an error of 0.3 kcal/mole

,'''','.:', can be assumed for each of these three results, then the expected
,.1-.- 

-t'

relationship is not contradicted.
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Figure 33

+
¡Gç values for HCOX and some related compounds'

A]l values in kcal/mole with solvent and temperature

in parentheses

Abbreviations used: Toluene dg Tdg

methylcYclohexane MC

tetradecane TDC

methylene chloride MCI

:::...'. : :.:.: -: :. :.' )" ""' :."'' Data from references as l i sted i n text '
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2,3 r6-PCT

ct

H

cl

H

2,4 ,6-PCT

¿Gl= 
.|4.9 

(Td8)

= 15.0 (MC)

( 3o4oK )

H

¡Gt= 17.4 (TDC)

( 35ooK)

OCPX

CHC1 ?-^\

'Ç0,,
CI

^l\, 1

cl

H

^G 

t=

OCMX

cHcl 2

-^- -crl^-ìcr
t\ )lcr\2cHcrz

CI

AGr= 14.9 (TdB)

(2e3oK)

cHct 
2

cl

I 5.4 (TdB)

( 2e8oK )

cHCl 
2

I 5.4 (Td8)

( 2860K)

-r
¿lu -

NCM

cHcl 2
-^- 

-
ct f41)ctt()l

ct2HCv2cHct2. \./
cl

¡Gr= I 6.5 (MCl )

= l6.l (Tdg)

( 304. 6oK)

cl
i

LG'= 17 .2

= l7.B
(MC )

CI

^G+= 
17.7 (TDC)

( 3560K )

cHcl 
2

CI

(2e8oK)

( 3580K)

cHcl 
2

CI

HXCOX HCOX OCOX



V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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A study of the hindered rotation of the dichloromethyl groups of

o'c''c',o',3,4,6-heptachloro-ortho-xyìene (HCOx) has been conducted

using a compìete line shape analysis supplemented with the double

resonance saturation transfer technique. The study was carried out on

a 5 mole % solution of HCOX in methylcyclohexane over a temperature

range of 268 to 369oK. The spectrum was assigned to the corresponding

protons in each of the two conformers by the double resonance method

and by steric crowding considerations. A study of relative populations

was made at lower temperatures only.

Activation parameters v,rere calculated using the Arrhenius equation

and transition state theory and are recorded in Table 4. Comparison of

the results of the compounds in the table favor the suggestion that

synchronization of the two dichloromethyì groups in the ortho position

increase the energy barrier to rotation. The results compare favourabìy

with HXC0x and 0C0x obtained in a different solvent. The ',cog-wheel"

effect producing a very ordered transition state rationalizes tne

negative value of the ¿S* term.

It is concluded that there are two contributions to the barrier

to rotation in HC0X. The steric hindrance between the chlorine atoms

on the ring and the chlorine atoms on the methyl carbon produces an

effect comparable to that in 2,3,6-Pcr, 2,4,6-pcr and 0cpx and OCMX.

Added to this is the restriction to rotation due to the proximity of

the two dichloromethyl groups.
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Consider the spin angular momentum operators in the Cartesian

coordinate system: Ix, Iy, I, and 12.

The commutation reìationships show that only I2 commutes with
each of the other operators as well as with itself. Defíne an identity
operator,.Q,, which also commutes with each of the above. [^le can write

[rt,,*]= [tt,,r]= lrr,rr] =[tr,u]= o

f-rand 
Lt*,IyJ = (IxI, - IrI*) = iI,
rrlI..,I. | = iI_Lv'zJ x

ñ ' l- -"
[."rJ= 

t',
Define a "raising" operaton I* = I, * ilr, and a "lowering,,

operator: I- = I* - iI, and determine their commutation relationships

e. g.

t.e.

[t.,r*]= t Írr* - r+rz) = + ilr) - (Ix + iIr)I,

iI I )yz'
_ ryrz )

it, * i(-iIx)

= (IrI, + ilzly -

= (IzIx - IxIz) +

flr
- 

= Ltt't'J 
* t Lt"r1

[.tr't*J= 
t* + iI, = I*

(IrI*-I*Ir)=I*

I.I*=I++I+Iz

for, alì x, I* = I*.c

rr(r*

IIxz
i (rzry

1trl=

Since Lx = x
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can write IrI* = I*.c * I*I, = I*(t

more than one I, value is possible,

tit*=I*sS+I+I:

tit*=r*(ø+Ir)s

If

+I)z'

the vaì ue of
(

(since

given s level is

= ¿ for all s)

a

gS

Now multiply by the rotation factor for this single s

coordinates rotate wíth angular velocity, w. i.e. by

tir* = r*(ø + rr)s Gl¡Ð:(-iwt)s
s:

value if the
(-íwt)s (see note)

sl

=0tos=æ

From Taylor's Theorem we have (protter and Morray, p. 643)

To obtain the total effect, sum

i.e. j\ (-iwtlr)s 
,A --Jl-'n -

s=0

.r =.u$ (x _.a)s
¿-¿ s:
s=0

If a = 0 and x is the numerator in

^-iwtl,r =T o-iwt(nt -+ -+-

over al I val ues

s=0

since .A * B

one can wríte

= 
"A.B 

if and only if

the above, one obtains

+ Iz)

rl
f ,tJ = 0 and sÌnce s.,Iz = Q

.-iwtlr I. = I, e'r?

Multiplying from the right by

-iwt¿.-iwtI¿

e+iwtIz

from

r.Ëb
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"-íwtl, I* e+iwtl, = I*.-iwt.e,

Recall r,x = x for all x, then.-iwt is a scarer. Hence on. o¡*rn,

. e-iwtl2 I* e+Íwtlz = e-iwt I*

If we define g =.-iwtlz, then U-l = "+iwtl. to yield

u I+ u-l = e-i"t I*

Similarly U I U-t = .+iwt,

If the coordinate axes were to rotate ín an opposite direction

to the above, one would obtain

U-l I* u = t*t*' 
'*

and u-tI u=t-iwtt

Note: w Ís in rad/sec.

t is in sec.

A simÌlar transformation to^rotating coordinates is given byN. M. Atherton in Electron spin Resõnance. John l^litéy a'sons
Toronto , 1973, ÞÞ. 273 ff.




